This Agreement is made as of the ________ th day of ______________________, between the Sealant Waterproofing & Restoration Institute, a not-for-profit corporation, having its office at 400 Admiral Blvd., Kansas City, Missouri 64106 ("the Institute") and ___________________, ("Manufacturer") a(n) ________________________________ corporation, partnership or limited liability company.

Whereas, Manufacturer desires to display the Validation Seal of the Institute on or in connection with certain manufacturer’s clear penetrating vertical water repellent products (list attached) hereinafter referred to as ("Product") and whereas the the Institute desires to allow the use of its validation seal for a limited period on or in connection with clear penetrating vertical water repellent products which are determined to conform to certain recognized standards of quality.

Now therefore, in consideration of the Agreements herein and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, Manufacturer and the Institute agree as follows:

1. VALIDATION.
   The term “validation” as used herein shall mean a determination by any of the the SWR Institute accepted and approved laboratories ("Laboratory") certified to run tests that the Product has met the requirements of the the Institute Performance Properties Profile listed below and other tests that may be in effect ("Industry Standard"). The Institute certificate evidencing that a Product has been validated shall be called a “Certificate of Validation.”

   PERFORMANCE PROPERTIES PROFILE
   Validation of the the Institute Performance Properties Profile shall include the following ASTM: (Please check each test that was used to test the performance of the product.)

   1. Water Absorption
      ❑ ASTM C67 – Brick
      ❑ ASTM C140 – CMU
      ❑ ASTM D6532 – Concrete

   2. Water Vapor Transmission
      ❑ ASTM D6490 – Concrete

   NOTE: 1. All ASTM tests performed shall be conducted under the standardized criteria set forth in Appendix A of this Validation document (see attached)
   2. All ASTM tests performed shall be of the latest or current edition.
   3. Test to stated capabilities published on the Manufacturer’s technical data sheets.
   4. Lab accreditation for any one of the Water Absorption ASTM standards listed here (C67, C140, D6532) is acknowledges as accreditation for all three
   5. Lab accreditation for ASTM E96 will be acknowledged as accreditation for ASTM D6490

2. DURATION.
   Validation for any Product tested and certified to comply with the established Industry Standard shall remain in effect for a period not to exceed five (5) years from the date of which the Validation Testing is done, so long as the product is not reformulated by manufacturers in such a way as to effect any of the characteristics tested and validated or manufacturer makes claims above and beyond those that were tested and verified by the independent testing laboratory.

   In the event that an Industry Standard is amended, all Products previously validated under that Standard may be required, within such period of time as may be established by the Institute, to conform with any more restrictive
amendment and to be re-validated as a condition to retention of Certificate of Validation.

NOTE: Upon expiration of the Validated product, it must be re-submitted for testing, even if no changes have been made to the product, to see if test results comply with stated properties of the product.

3. **TESTING.**
   It will be the responsibility of the Manufacturer to initiate Product testing of any product. They will direct the Laboratory to obtain a specific product sample from the product stream of an independent distributor. If the product is not available through an independent distributor, the Laboratory shall obtain the specific product sample through a legitimate source other than the Manufacturer (such as a customer of Manufacturer). To maintain the integrity of the testing procedure, the Laboratory shall have sole discretion in choosing the source of the specific product sample. The Laboratory must verify with and through the Manufacturer that the sample lot is within allowable shelf life limits prior to testing. The Manufacturer will then specify the test profile they wish produced for the Institute Validation as listed under Paragraph 1 Validation.

4. **REPORTS.**
   Upon completion of the tests, Manufacturer may apply to the Institute for a Certificate of Validation by paying to the Institute a validation fee per Product as established by the Institute which may be modified at any time in its sole discretion and by submitting to the Institute a report of the Laboratory containing the results of tests and including the following information:
   
   a. Date of testing
   b. Product trademark or designation
   c. Product lot number
   d. Product shelf life verification
   e. Test results (All test results must indicate all pertinent testing criteria).
   f. Technical Data Sheet and other literature that have data claims that are tested in Paragraph 1 Validation

5. **CERTIFICATE OF VALIDATION.**
   The Institute will issue Certificate of Validation for each Product determined by a Laboratory to have met the requirements of the applicable Industry Standard(s) for that Product. The Certificate of Validation shall include the following information:
   
   a. Date of testing
   b. Trademark or product designation
   c. Expiration date of validation (5 years from Item “a.”)
   d. Specific substrate(s) tested
   e. Confirmation of Coverage Rate Tested
   f. Both to be stated:
      1. Pass/Fail report on testing, and
      2. Actual test result numbers

   Manufacturer shall hold the Institute free and harmless from any liability whatsoever (including legal fees) which may arise from or in any way be related to the Institute allowing Manufacturer’s use of Seal of Validation and/or Certificate of Validation.

6. **SEAL OF VALIDATION.**
   The Institute grants Manufacturer the right to use the appropriate Seal of Validation (the “Seal”) as an attachment, copies of which are attached hereto as Attachment I, on and in connection with each Vertical water repellent product for which a Certificate of Validation has not expired.
The Seal must be displayed on the Manufacturer’s data sheet and may also be attached to any written public offering of the manufacturer. The Seal shall have printed within its face the following:

a. Date of testing
b. Trademark or product designation
c. Expiration date of validation (5 years from Item “a”).
d. Specific substrate(s) tested
e. Coverage Rate Tested
f. Both to be stated:
   1. Pass/Fail report on testing, and
   2. Actual test result numbers

NOTE: Complete validation test data is available from the Institute.

Any defacing or alteration of Seal information would be considered a break of Validation agreement.

The Institute shall grant and provide a Seal of Validation which documents all of the pertinent validated performance data of the product. In addition, it will designate the granting and expiration dates. This Seal must appear in clear and legible form on the Manufacturer’s data sheet.

7. USE OF SEAL.
The Manufacturer agrees to display the the SWR Institute Seal of Validation on the product data sheet (s) as soon after validation as reasonable possible but in any case no later than one year after validation. The Manufacturer agrees to alter their website resources relative to the validated product (s) as soon as reasonably possible but in any case no later than six (6) months after validation. Manufacturer further agrees that the Seal of Validation may be affixed to any other printed product offering (s) relative to the validated products (s) and that any replication must be unaltered in any way from the original Seal of Validation. Noncompliance could result in withdrawal of the Seal of Validation (see item 9).

8. MISUSE OF SEAL.
If the Institute, in its sole judgment, determines that Manufacturer has misused the Seal, the Institute may withdraw the Certificate of Validation and Manufacturer’s right to use the Seal with respect to any Products in connection with which the misuse or misrepresentation occurred. As used herein, the term “misuse” shall include, as examples but not by way of limitation, the following:

a. Any misrepresentation of the Seal as signifying anything other than the Validation of the product;
b. Any use of the Seal or a facsimile thereof in connection with any Product manufactured or sold by Manufacturer, a sample of which has not been validated, such as displaying a facsimile of the Seal in advertising literature which refers to non-validated Products and failing to state clearly and conspicuously that the Seal applies only to those Products which are validated.

9. WITHDRAWAL OF VALIDATION.
If at anytime the Institute determines, as provided above, that Manufacturer has misused the the SWR Institute Validation Program in any way including but not limited to those acts set forth in Paragraph 8, the Certificate of Validation issued under Paragraph 2 shall be withdrawn and the Manufacturer shall there upon cease all use of Institute’s Validation Seal. Such Certificate and rights shall not be reinstated until Institute, in its sole judgment, is satisfied that the misuse has ceased and that it shall not reoccur.

10. VALIDATION OF PRIVATE LABEL CLEAR PENETRATING VERTICAL WATER REPELLENT PRODUCTS.
As used herein, the term “Private Label Product” means a Product which (1) is manufactured by one firm, company or organization and sold by another; (2) carries a different brand name, trade name or model number
from that of the manufacturer; and (3) may have essential characteristics which are the same as a product which has been validated by Manufacturer under its own name.

All private label products, even those bearing the manufacturer’s identification number shall require Validation Certification under their private label name. Any other private label Product may obtain product validation by following the procedures as those used by manufacturers which include application in writing, appropriate testing data from a Laboratory and payment of fees as provided in Paragraph 4 of this document.

11. **WITHDRAWAL FROM THE VALIDATION PROGRAM.**
The Institute reserves the right to change the terms and conditions governing validation and use of the Seal from time to time, and Manufacturer shall abide by such changed provisions upon receipt of notice thereof or otherwise withdraw entirely from the SWR Institute Validation Program by surrendering it’s Certificate of Validation and foregoing the right to use the Seal in any way.

12. **AUTHORITY.**
The parties hereto certify by the signatures below of their authorized agent that they have read this Agreement, understand all its provisions and agree to abide by them.

---

President or other Authorized Representative

**SEALANT, WATERPROOFING & RESTORATION INSTITUTE**

By: ________________________________

**DISCLAIMER**
This program was developed by industry representatives as an aid to purchasers of certain industry products so that they will have a better opportunity to compare products and make informed decisions covering purchases and installation of materials. The Sealant, Waterproofing & Restoration Institute, its members and agents (collectively “The Institute”) have merely made available test data from third party sources. Accordingly, the Institute cannot accept responsibility for the accuracy of the information, representations of manufacturers or the appropriateness of applications of industry products under all circumstances.
APPENDIX A – STANDARDIZATION OF ASTM TEST METHODS

ASTM C 67
- Substrate will be selected in accordance with ASTM C 216: Brick type FBX, grade SW. Bricks shall be cut in half for testing purposes.
- Coverage rate will be dictated by the manufacturer's datasheet, if no coverage rate is indicated for this particular test, the manufacturer shall recommend a coverage rate. All reports will list coverage rate as tested in sf/gallon and total milliliters applied.
- Application of material will be performed via submersion of the specimen and repeated until the desired application rate is achieved.
- Test shall be conducted under Section 8.3 “Cold Water Absorption”.
- Test results will be reported as both “Total Absorption” treated v. untreated (see Section 8.3 for calculations) and “Percent Water Absorption Reduction”. “Percent Reduction” will be calculated as:
  \[
  \% \text{ Reduction} = \left( \frac{W_{SU} - W_{ST}}{W_{SU}} \right) \times 100
  \]
  \[
  W_{SU} = \text{Saturated Weight of Untreated specimens}
  \]
  \[
  W_{ST} = \text{Saturated Weight of Treated specimens}
  \]

ASTM C 140
- Substrate will be selected in accordance with ASTM C 90: Medium Weight Block. Blocks shall be cut from full size specimens to no less than 6”x4”x2”
- Coverage rate will be dictated by the manufacturer's datasheet, if no coverage rate is indicated for this particular test, the manufacturer shall recommend a coverage rate. All reports will list coverage rate as tested in sf/gallon and total milliliters applied.
- Application of material will be performed via submersion of the specimen and repeated until the desired application rate is achieved.
- See Sections 8 and 9 for Absorption and Calculations.
- Base percent absorption on oven dry weight (W_d) v. saturated weight (W_s).
- Note: “immersed weight” need not be taken.
- Test results will be reported as both “Total Absorption” treated v. untreated (see Section 9.1 for calculations) and “Percent Water Absorption Reduction”. “Percent Reduction” will be calculated as:
  \[
  \% \text{ Reduction} = \left( \frac{W_{SU} \cdot W_{ST}}{W_{SU}} \right) \times 100
  \]
  \[
  W_{SU} = \text{Saturated Weight of Untreated specimens}
  \]
  \[
  W_{ST} = \text{Saturated Weight of Treated specimens}
  \]

ASTM D 6532
- Coverage rate will be dictated by the manufacturer's datasheet, if no coverage rate is indicated for this particular test, the manufacturer shall recommend a coverage rate. All reports will list coverage rate as tested in sf/gallon and total milliliters applied.

ASTM D 6490
- Substrate will be a standardized cementitious panel in accordance with ASTM D 1734. Coverage rate will be dictated by the manufacturer's datasheet, if no coverage rate is indicated for this particular test, the manufacturer shall recommend a coverage rate. All reports will list coverage rate as tested in sf/gallon and total milliliters applied.
- Coverage rate will be dictated by the manufacturer's datasheet, if no coverage rate is indicated for this